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At the beginning of the year I was guided by the Angels which I lovingly call “The Guys” to write a
book about Them that is very simple and easy to understand. I have been working closely with
the “guys now for close to 20 years. I have read many books about Angels which has helped me
a lot but many were very difficult to read or hard to understand. I like things in simple form. I know
I am not different from you so I created a book that I feel and hope is very simple for you to
understand as well.



AngelsSimplified Marilyn Poscic Copyright © 2015 Marilyn Poscic All rights reserved. and is
printed on demand.All opinions are strictly the authors own. PrefaceWhen you begin to
understand, then accept that there is a very vast world out there that is just waiting for you to ask
for Their help, your life will not ever be the same again! There is so much out there in the
universe that we as humans have a hard time comprehending and understanding because we
cannot see, hear, touch or feel it like we do with one another.When you get out of your “box” and
open your mind to the unlimited possibilities that awaits us simply by asking, your world will not
ever be the same! Learn to ask, trust and believe to bring unimaginable miracles into all aspects
of your life.I would like to share with all of you how wonderful and powerful Angels can be in your
life. As I mention in my book you can ask the Angels for anything that is for good intentions, but
be careful of what you ask for.I really wanted to be able to have this book available for two
upcoming events I am presenting about Angels. Time to receive the proofs, and then copies to
be able to sell, was extremely limited all within 2 weeks.I kept asking the “Guys” if it is for my best
and highest self, and then for the best and highest self of all of you to have this book available for
my upcoming presentations, to please allow me to have the proofs by Tuesday. Also have my
editor available on Wednesday and be able to have the corrections back to the publisher by
Thursday, so I could have my books ready for the public by the following Friday! If you know
anything about editing and publishing a book this is an extremely quick turnaround.I received the
proofs on Tuesday as I had asked. I was sooo excited! After receiving my proofs, I stopped in a
grocery store to buy some vegetables and the very first display I saw was a display of boxed
Queen Anne chocolate covered cherries, which I haven’t seen or even thought about in years!
These were my mother’s favorite candies, which she only received on special occasions! Do you
think this book is meant to be? The next day, Wednesday, I spoke with my editor who was
available all that day to do the final editing. We will be able to have this back to the publisher by
Wednesday, one day earlier than I had asked!Now with God and the Angels willing, this book will
be available for purchase on the date I had asked, April 17, if it is for my and yours best and
highest self!I hope you learn as I have to ask, trust and believe!
Enjoy!!! CONTENTS PRELUDE31What Is An Angel72Hierarchy of the Spiritual
World133Protection234How to Connect with Angels315Releasing
Blockages396Forgiveness457Mirror Work538Why55 PRELUDE TO ANGELS651Michael732Ra
phael793Gabriel874Uriel935Zadkiel1016Ariel1077Raziel1138Haniel1199Azreal12310Metatron
13111Jeremiel13712Jophiel141 Angel Chart145 Conclusion151 About the
Author155 ACKNOWLEDGMENTS Thank you to Clayton Latz for the Angel sketches.His email
is Clayton.Latz@Hotmail.com. DEDICATION I wish to dedicate this book to God, The
Angels, my Mother, Father, Brother, all of my dogs who have passed and all of my other Spiritual
Guides who are with me each and every single day and to all of my friends and clients who have
believed and encourage me throughout the years. Without your love, help and support this book
and my work would not be possible. I thank and love you each and every single day!           



PRELUDE31What Is An Angel72Hierarchy of the Spiritual World133Protection234How to
Connect with Angels315Releasing Blockages396Forgiveness457Mirror
Work538Why55 PRELUDE TO ANGELS651Michael732Raphael793Gabriel874Uriel935Zadkiel
1016Ariel1077Raziel1138Haniel1199Azreal12310Metatron13111Jeremiel13712Jophiel141 Ang
el Chart145 Conclusion151 About the Author155 ACKNOWLEDGMENTS Thank you to Clayton
Latz for the Angel sketches.His email is Clayton.Latz@Hotmail.com. DEDICATION I wish to
dedicate this book to God, The Angels, my Mother, Father, Brother, all of my dogs who have
passed and all of my other Spiritual Guides who are with me each and every single day and to
all of my friends and clients who have believed and encourage me throughout the years. Without
your love, help and support this book and my work would not be possible. I thank and love you
each and every single day! Prelude At the beginning of the year I was guided by the
Angels, which I lovingly call “The Guys”, to write a book about Them, that is very simple and
easy to understand. I have been working closely with the “Guys” now for close to 20 years. I have
read many books about Angels, which has helped me a lot, but many were very difficult to read
or hard to understand. I like things in simple form. I know I am not different from you, so I created
a book that I feel and hope is very simple for you to understand as well.I have created this book
for YOU. I have also created a children’s book that will be simple for children to understand, but I
wanted the adult book first to help give YOU more knowledge before you sit down with your child
and read the children’s book. So many people, adults as well as children of all ages, are
becoming more and more aware and wanting to learn more about a world they cannot see,
touch, hear or feel like we do in our everyday “human” world. It has been my experience that
most of the children that have been diagnosed with Autism, ADD, hyper-active and so forth, are
extremely gifted on a spiritual level, and people, especially doctors, are not sure how to deal with
them, so they give them medication to keep them sedated. I want this book to inform adults, so
you have knowledge and a good ground work to help YOU first, then you can take the children’s
book and help your child.I loved writing this book! I did a lot of research. I found by writing this
book, even though I know much, I have learned a lot over the years, (trust me I am still learning
every day), it was hard for me to put it into words that you would understand. I even had “issues”
while writing. After writing for 9 hours the first day, my computer shut down! Many other
electronic things happened as well, but what I found the most interesting is upon writing the
chapter about blockages, my neck and shoulders started aching very badly. I thought it was
because I had slept wrong, and working at the computer 2 days in a row, which is very unusual
for me. You see all those “human” feelings and thoughts got in the way. When I asked the Guys,
“What’s up?” they responded by telling me I had some blockages to release as well. As soon as I
realized and identified my blockages, they did the work, the pain went away with Their help of
course! Thank you Guys!What I have written in this book is solely my opinion and how I have
found to work with the Angels. The first four Angels, I have listed in the Angel section, are the
ones I have worked with the most, as They are the ones I started to write about. So you will find
more detail written about Them. Every Angel I have listed here is very important. If there are



other Angels you are working with that are not listed, or you feel an Angel listed here helps you in
different ways, or you see a different color associated with your Angel, know that is fine as well.
Know there is no wrong or right way to deal with Angels, as long as you have yours, as well as
others, best and highest self at heart. Know there are sooo many Angels out there and They are
always ready and willing to help us with anything, except to do bodily harm to others. The only
thing They ask for in return is an occasional, “Thank you!” I am constantly going around saying,
“Thank you, thank you, thank you!” I wanted this be a short read for you and something that you
can walk away with and say I can do this. This is simple! Thank you as this sooo helps me!I hope
you enjoy and love working with the “Guys” as much as I do! Extra blank pages are provided at
the end of each chapter for notes. If you are taking my classes or listening to one of my
meditation CD’s, you can write out your thoughts and feelings to help you start your own journal
to find your own spiritual way. 1 What is an Angel?When you think about the word
Angel, what comes to your mind? Try it now. Close your eyes and think about the word Angel.
Now say the word out loud. Write down what you received. What did you receive?For many
people they do not believe and that is ok, as that is their choice. (Oh, little do they know they still
have so much to learn!) We all have free will and for now that is their choice. It is for various
reasons and if you do believe or even question about Angels, let that be your choice.Many
people are afraid to explore the realm of Angels due to many fears. Perhaps religious beliefs,
peer pressure, or you just don’t want to be different. Others might have discovered the world of
Angels, unfortunately due to a tragedy or because they didn’t understand at the time and go
through another tragedy in their life. All of a sudden they realize they were not alone and some
unexplained “force” was helping them.For others, they have lost a loved one and keep receiving
unexplained signs in many various forms, reminding them of their loved ones who have passed
and think this is an Angel.Have you ever had a complete stranger do an unexpected act of
kindness and you don’t ever see this person again? How about ever receiving a “gut” feeling
about something, such as turning left when you should have turned right, and then there was an
accident where you would have been? Or for parents, have you not allowed your child to go
somewhere because you had a bad feeling and find out later you were correct? Do you ever see
colors out of the corner of your eyes or have ringing in your ears, smell perfume, a cooking
scent, smoke, a beverage for which there is no “human” explanation? Perhaps you have even
gone to the doctor because you felt something was wrong with your eyes, ears, or that you were
just going crazy and the doctor has no explanation for you? Have you ever stopped and
wondered from where these feelings, unexplained happenings, seeing, hearing, smelling or
feelings come?When you learn, then accept, that there is so much more to our world that goes
on that is way beyond our human comprehension, I say to you. HORRAY, for now you have truly
arrived!However for those of you who need it in more “black and white,” have you ever watched a
baby begin to smile, giggle and laugh for no apparent reason?For those of you that have pets or
have been around animals, have you ever notice they stand up at attention for no apparent
reason? They might start growling, hissing, looking around, hairs on the back of their neck stand



up or they begin to wag their tails and become very happy and excited. What is it they are seeing
and sensing that you do not?I doggie-sit from time to time for a very dear friend of mine. The dog
knows indistinctly the living room is for reading a book and watching TV, in others words, rest
time. She also knows my bedroom is for sleeping. However, when she goes into my Angel room,
where I do my readings and Spiritual Mentoring, she runs around in circles just as happy as can
be!You can ask for as many Angels as you would like in your life. Personally, I ask to have
100,000 Angels with me all the time and in each room that I go into. I know the dog plays with
Them and then becomes very content. Why do you think that is?Babies, small children and
animals have not been told that this does not exist. They are trusting and relying on their own
intuition and react accordingly. If you did this, how would your world change?What is an Angel? I
believe They are an extension of God’s love for us. I believe in a creator of all and I call that
Creator God. If you choose to say Source, Creator, Spirit, Devine, that is your choice. But for
length purposes, I will refer to this being as God.The reason we are able to receive an image in
our mind about an Angel is They have a lower energy vibration than God. In addition, I believe
everyone has seen a picture or figurine of an Angel that makes it easier for us to identify in order
to receive a visual of what an Angel looks like.Angels will not interfere in your life, with the
exception of your two guardian Angels, unless you give Them permission. Each Angel has a
certain purpose or “job” to perform and radiates to different colors. This is the reason you may
see colors out of the corner of your eye.In the following chapters I will share with you the ones I
started with and how they have helped me. Know the Angels want to assist and help all of us all
the time. Not just in bad times, but good times as well.There are so many dimensions to an
Angel that is hard for us as humans to comprehend. Think about a time when you watched a
movie in 3-D. Now multiple 3-D by 1,000, a million or even a billion to start understanding how
Angels can help a billion people all at the same time!Learn to call upon as many Angels as you
like. Personally, I like to use 100,000. Some of my clients use just one. Others have used
100,000 million or even a billzion! It doesn't matter how many you call upon, the main point is to
get use to asking for Them!Another point I would like to make here as well that will become very
important to you is, They are not human! I have had so many clients tell me over the years, I
don’t want to bother Them or my problem isn’t that big, or someone else has it worse than I do,
so I don’t want to bother Them!Trust me on this, They want us to “bother” Them! They have
nothing but unconditional love for us and truly want to help us at any time for any reason except
to do bodily harm to someone.Once you become used to working with Angels, your life will turn
around in fun miraculous ways! You will find more love, peace, happiness and forgiveness in
your heart. They tell me all the time, we as humans take life waaaay to serious!

Prelude At the beginning of the year I was guided by the Angels, which I lovingly call “The Guys”,
to write a book about Them, that is very simple and easy to understand. I have been working
closely with the “Guys” now for close to 20 years. I have read many books about Angels, which
has helped me a lot, but many were very difficult to read or hard to understand. I like things in



simple form. I know I am not different from you, so I created a book that I feel and hope is very
simple for you to understand as well.I have created this book for YOU. I have also created a
children’s book that will be simple for children to understand, but I wanted the adult book first to
help give YOU more knowledge before you sit down with your child and read the children’s
book. So many people, adults as well as children of all ages, are becoming more and more
aware and wanting to learn more about a world they cannot see, touch, hear or feel like we do in
our everyday “human” world. It has been my experience that most of the children that have been
diagnosed with Autism, ADD, hyper-active and so forth, are extremely gifted on a spiritual level,
and people, especially doctors, are not sure how to deal with them, so they give them
medication to keep them sedated. I want this book to inform adults, so you have knowledge and
a good ground work to help YOU first, then you can take the children’s book and help your child.I
loved writing this book! I did a lot of research. I found by writing this book, even though I know
much, I have learned a lot over the years, (trust me I am still learning every day), it was hard for
me to put it into words that you would understand. I even had “issues” while writing. After writing
for 9 hours the first day, my computer shut down! Many other electronic things happened as well,
but what I found the most interesting is upon writing the chapter about blockages, my neck and
shoulders started aching very badly. I thought it was because I had slept wrong, and working at
the computer 2 days in a row, which is very unusual for me. You see all those “human” feelings
and thoughts got in the way. When I asked the Guys, “What’s up?” they responded by telling me I
had some blockages to release as well. As soon as I realized and identified my blockages, they
did the work, the pain went away with Their help of course! Thank you Guys!What I have written
in this book is solely my opinion and how I have found to work with the Angels. The first four
Angels, I have listed in the Angel section, are the ones I have worked with the most, as They are
the ones I started to write about. So you will find more detail written about Them. Every Angel I
have listed here is very important. If there are other Angels you are working with that are not
listed, or you feel an Angel listed here helps you in different ways, or you see a different color
associated with your Angel, know that is fine as well. Know there is no wrong or right way to deal
with Angels, as long as you have yours, as well as others, best and highest self at heart. Know
there are sooo many Angels out there and They are always ready and willing to help us with
anything, except to do bodily harm to others. The only thing They ask for in return is an
occasional, “Thank you!” I am constantly going around saying, “Thank you, thank you, thank
you!” I wanted this be a short read for you and something that you can walk away with and say I
can do this. This is simple! Thank you as this sooo helps me!I hope you enjoy and love working
with the “Guys” as much as I do! Extra blank pages are provided at the end of each chapter for
notes. If you are taking my classes or listening to one of my meditation CD’s, you can write out
your thoughts and feelings to help you start your own journal to find your own spiritual way.
1 What is an Angel?When you think about the word Angel, what comes to your mind? Try it
now. Close your eyes and think about the word Angel. Now say the word out loud. Write down
what you received. What did you receive?For many people they do not believe and that is ok, as



that is their choice. (Oh, little do they know they still have so much to learn!) We all have free will
and for now that is their choice. It is for various reasons and if you do believe or even question
about Angels, let that be your choice.Many people are afraid to explore the realm of Angels due
to many fears. Perhaps religious beliefs, peer pressure, or you just don’t want to be different.
Others might have discovered the world of Angels, unfortunately due to a tragedy or because
they didn’t understand at the time and go through another tragedy in their life. All of a sudden
they realize they were not alone and some unexplained “force” was helping them.For others,
they have lost a loved one and keep receiving unexplained signs in many various forms,
reminding them of their loved ones who have passed and think this is an Angel.Have you ever
had a complete stranger do an unexpected act of kindness and you don’t ever see this person
again? How about ever receiving a “gut” feeling about something, such as turning left when you
should have turned right, and then there was an accident where you would have been? Or for
parents, have you not allowed your child to go somewhere because you had a bad feeling and
find out later you were correct? Do you ever see colors out of the corner of your eyes or have
ringing in your ears, smell perfume, a cooking scent, smoke, a beverage for which there is no
“human” explanation? Perhaps you have even gone to the doctor because you felt something
was wrong with your eyes, ears, or that you were just going crazy and the doctor has no
explanation for you? Have you ever stopped and wondered from where these feelings,
unexplained happenings, seeing, hearing, smelling or feelings come?When you learn, then
accept, that there is so much more to our world that goes on that is way beyond our human
comprehension, I say to you. HORRAY, for now you have truly arrived!However for those of you
who need it in more “black and white,” have you ever watched a baby begin to smile, giggle and
laugh for no apparent reason?For those of you that have pets or have been around animals,
have you ever notice they stand up at attention for no apparent reason? They might start
growling, hissing, looking around, hairs on the back of their neck stand up or they begin to wag
their tails and become very happy and excited. What is it they are seeing and sensing that you
do not?I doggie-sit from time to time for a very dear friend of mine. The dog knows indistinctly
the living room is for reading a book and watching TV, in others words, rest time. She also knows
my bedroom is for sleeping. However, when she goes into my Angel room, where I do my
readings and Spiritual Mentoring, she runs around in circles just as happy as can be!You can
ask for as many Angels as you would like in your life. Personally, I ask to have 100,000 Angels
with me all the time and in each room that I go into. I know the dog plays with Them and then
becomes very content. Why do you think that is?Babies, small children and animals have not
been told that this does not exist. They are trusting and relying on their own intuition and react
accordingly. If you did this, how would your world change?What is an Angel? I believe They are
an extension of God’s love for us. I believe in a creator of all and I call that Creator God. If you
choose to say Source, Creator, Spirit, Devine, that is your choice. But for length purposes, I will
refer to this being as God.The reason we are able to receive an image in our mind about an
Angel is They have a lower energy vibration than God. In addition, I believe everyone has seen a



picture or figurine of an Angel that makes it easier for us to identify in order to receive a visual of
what an Angel looks like.Angels will not interfere in your life, with the exception of your two
guardian Angels, unless you give Them permission. Each Angel has a certain purpose or “job” to
perform and radiates to different colors. This is the reason you may see colors out of the corner
of your eye.In the following chapters I will share with you the ones I started with and how they
have helped me. Know the Angels want to assist and help all of us all the time. Not just in bad
times, but good times as well.There are so many dimensions to an Angel that is hard for us as
humans to comprehend. Think about a time when you watched a movie in 3-D. Now multiple 3-D
by 1,000, a million or even a billion to start understanding how Angels can help a billion people
all at the same time!Learn to call upon as many Angels as you like. Personally, I like to use
100,000. Some of my clients use just one. Others have used 100,000 million or even a billzion! It
doesn't matter how many you call upon, the main point is to get use to asking for Them!Another
point I would like to make here as well that will become very important to you is, They are not
human! I have had so many clients tell me over the years, I don’t want to bother Them or my
problem isn’t that big, or someone else has it worse than I do, so I don’t want to bother Them!
Trust me on this, They want us to “bother” Them! They have nothing but unconditional love for us
and truly want to help us at any time for any reason except to do bodily harm to someone.Once
you become used to working with Angels, your life will turn around in fun miraculous ways! You
will find more love, peace, happiness and forgiveness in your heart. They tell me all the time, we
as humans take life waaaay to serious!So how do we “bother” them? I am glad you
asked! 2Hierarchy of the Spiritual WorldBefore we begin on how to call upon an Angel, I feel it is
important to have an understanding of the hierarchy of the spiritual world, as I believe and
understand. The following is the hierarchy, as I believe, starting at the top of the order, which is
the one with the highest energy or vibration, and working down to the lowest of energies. As you
will see the lower energy beings are the ones we can connect with easiest, as perhaps you have
had experiences with some of these.As I mentioned before, I believe in a Creator of all. I choose
to call that Creator God. You may so chose to say Spirit, Source, Devine, Great One. Know that
whatever name you chose is correct for you.Ascended MastersAn Ascended Master is a Being
of Light, spiritually , who has had many lives in a physical body, just like you – and through these
lives and their own freewill and hard work have raised their vibration and consciousness to have
undergone a series of spiritual transformations. They have attained mastery over themselves
and the elements, through time and space.He/She can come and go at will from the earth plane
without the Birth/Death cycle. These great Beings continually strive to become less of who they
are, and more a Being of total purity and Light.There are many Ascended Masters, some recent
and others ancient. Some who’s names we recognize, and some names aren’t in our conscious
awareness. Some so old they are mythical to us now. Some names you may recognize are;
Jesus, Mother Mary, Moses, Merlin, Mother Teresa, Mary Magdalene. Some you might not be so
familiar with are: Alpha, Omega, and St. Germaine.Arc AngelsThe Arc Angels have the highest
energy vibration and are extremely powerful. They can assist you and help you with all of your



needs.The four Arc Angels I started working with are Michael, Raphael, Gabriel and Uriel. As I
have been told by the Angels, Arc Angels have not lived on this earth plane in a human
form.Each Angel vibrates to a different color and have certain "jobs" assigned to them to help
you. Those glimpses of colors you see out of the corner of your eyes, or in your dreams at night,
are the Arc Angels letting you know they are with you.The Arc Angels are very powerful and
have a very high energy level and are constantly with us when you give Them permission. They
are always lovingly able and willing to help you at any time, for any reason, except to do bodily
harm to someone, but you must ask.Angels are multi-dimensional, so They can be with anyone
at any time for any reason.In the following chapters I will go into more details about a few of
them.Angels and Guardian AngelsAngels and Guardian Angels are the ones you see most often
in pictures and paintings and figurines. They have a lower energy than the Arc Angels.Many
people have experienced or seen Angels, whether in their dreams, meditation, praying, or when
are put in a compromising position and need help. This is why there are so many pictures and
figurines of Angels.Angels have not lived on this earth plane, but just like the Arc Angels, They
are here to help you. Everyone is assigned 2 Guardian Angels from the time you are conceived,
until you go home. These are the only 2 Angels that will interfere in your life without your
permission, as They are meant to protect you from “dying” before it is your time. A note here - I
do not believe we die. Our physical bodies die, but our soul and spirit continue to live on. This is
the reason why our deceased loved ones are able to communicate with us with different signs
and through mediums such as myself.I am sure if you think back on past experiences in your life,
you will recall at least one instance that if you had been in the wrong place at the wrong time you
would no longer be here in body. Perhaps it was driving somewhere and for some reason you
decide to turn a different way, and if you had turned the accorded way, you would have been in
an accident.For parents who did not give their child permission to go somewhere for fear of
something bad was going to happen and it did, those were your Guardian Angels helping you to
protect your child.How many times have you heard on the news about a terrible incident, a car,
plane, train or even a boat crashing, or a terrible storm? After the disaster you hear people being
interviewed saying they should have been there, but stopped for something, had an unexpected
phone call, didn’t feel well and stayed home, etc. These are their Guardian Angels protecting
them, as it was not their time to go home yet.Spirit GuidesSpirit Guides may or may not have
lived here on this earth plane as a human. Spirit guides are incorporeal beings that are assigned
to us before we are born, that help nudge and guide us through life. They’re responsible for
helping us fulfill the spiritual contract we make with ourselves before we incarnate. A true spirit
guide is an evolved being who has agreed to support your spiritual evolution. Spirit guides are
wise, compassionate and often amusing. Spirit guides are not always of human descent. Some
spirit guides live as energy, in the cosmic realm, or as light beings, which are very high level
spirit guides. Some spirit guides are persons who have lived many former lifetimes.The main
difference between an Angel and a Spirit Guide is an Angel has not lived here as a human. They
are here to help, love, offer guidance, comfort, and even advice. Spirit Guides, as former human



beings, are well aware of the problems we face in our everyday lives. They were once concerned
with very similar matters. They tend to have their own special areas of expertise, often based on
past personal experiences or careers they have had in a past life. Your Spirit Guide, unlike your
Guardian Angel, comes and goes in your life. A Guardian Angel is with you from birth, until
death, although for some as you change and grow you might experience, what I like to call, a
changing of the guard.Some may never experience this. Others will but usually only once in their
life time. It is very unusual to experience this more than once in a life time. If you ever feel
discombobulated for a few days, perhaps as long as a week or so, perhaps you are experiencing
a changing of the guard. If you do experience this, acknowledge this, ask the Angels to help your
changing of a Guardian become easier and smoother.A Spirit Guide, on the other hand, comes
into your life when an issue arises that falls under a guide's field of expertise. Spirit Guides often
come and go, changing as the situations in your life change, and as you change and grow, you
attract new guides to you, usually without you becoming as discombobulated as you would with
the changing of a Guardian Angel.



Kimberly Gamauf, “I recommend this book to anyone who is at the door .... Anyone who knows
Marilyn's work will see it said here, in her own words, throughout this book. She has written
about Angels in a no-nonsense way. I recommend this book to anyone who is at the door of
understanding Angels and how they help us.”

Vicki, “Well what a wonderful book!. Well what a wonderful book!!!!So easy to read and
understand. The way it's written is like talking with Marilyn that's what I love about her books. I
will be reading it many times over. It's set up as a guide by Angel so you can go to who you may
need to work with. I have been working with Marilyn for years and I am so happy " The Guys "
had her write this for us.Thanks Again MarilynVicki”

marilyn poscic, “Great first Angel book for me!. I'd have to say this is my first Angel's book . Very
informative and simple , it gives me inspiration to look deeper within myself and the world today .
I now know where that big hug came from while sitting helplessly in pain .I look forward to more
one on one time with Marilyn as the first reunion was for me " a breath of fresh air " .Thank you A
Alvarez”

J.R.Hagens, “Opens Your Eyes. Fascinating book! It opened my mind to all the help out there,
that I am not tapping into! Amazing to me that Marilyn can see/sense these beings, and enlist
their help. I am hoping to learn to do the same.”

Jodi H, “simplecway to learn about Angels. I wanted to read Angels Simplified because I needed
help learning more about Angels and hiw they can help me. This book is "simple" and can help
adults and children learn about the Angels.  I love the easy reference guide!”

Janet, “Thank you for filling a niche at an affordable price .... Thank you for filling a niche at an
affordable price. Your book was just what I was looking for to help answers some of the
questions I had on the different levels of angels.”

The book by Jake Stratton-Kent has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 8 people have provided feedback.
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